
Alpha Gold Property

A new Carlin-type gold target in  
the heart of Nevada's prolific  
Carlin Province
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Alpha Gold Project 
A Highly Prospective Carlin-Type Gold Target: 
Exciting target based on geological interpretation.

The Carlin district is the second-most prolific gold-producing area in the world, with more  
than 30 operating mines and a total production of more than 84 million ounces (2016).

Mega-deposits line up along Battle Mountain-Cortez Gold trend. 

Deposits (Pipeline, Cortez Hills and Goldrush) are found where favourable carbonate 
rocks are preserved in zones of folding and deformation (anticlines and hinge lines).

Carlin-type  
Deposits

Alpha Gold  
Property

Favourable carbonate rocks are preserved in prospective structural setting:  
at intersection of Cortez Gold Trend with Pine Valley-Garden Valley anticline.

Located near McEwen Mining’s new Gold Bar mine. 

239 contiguous claims totalling 4,780 acre property with excellent 
infrastructure. 

In world-class gold district: safe, stable, and pro-mining jurisdiction.

Sitka has acquired a 100% interest in the Alpha Gold Project, a 
large wide-open Carlin-type gold system with thick, low-grade 
intercepts, from wide-spaced drilling. 3



Alpha Gold Target

Nevada’s largest Carlin-type gold  
deposits occur near the  
intersection of N-NW and NE  
structures, such as fold crests  
(anticlines) and hingelines.

Highly prospective setting on a  
recognized structural trend An ideal erosional level preserves prime Late Devonian  

carbonates at the crest of a structural dome, at  
mineable depths 4



Alpha Gold Regional Geology 

The Alpha Gold Target  
is located where the  
Garden Valley  
Anticline intersects  
with the projection of  
the 50-Million-Ounce  
Cortez Gold Trend. 

The nearby Gold Bar  
gold mine, on a  
parallel anticlinal  
trend, recently went  
into production.
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Alpha Gold Summer 2021 Drill Results 
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Drill Hole Locations     

.
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Five drill holes were 
completed 
during the Summer 
2021 program for a 
total of 1,553 metres.



      New Claims  

.
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An additional 125 claims were 
staked in Q4, 2021, more than 
doubling the Project’s land 
holdings and join the 
northwest and southeast 
Alpha claim blocks creating a 
contiguous property of 239 
claims totalling approximately 
1,934 hectares or 4,780 acres.



Alpha Gold Structures 

The Alpha Gold  
target corresponds 
to  intersecting 
North-  Northwest 
and  Northeast folds 
and  structures. This  
similar setting hosts  
Carlin-type gold  
mines in the Roberts  
Mountains.

.

Alpha Gold Target
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The Garden Valley Anticline 

The Garden Valley Anticline is better preserved and potentially more  
prospective than the heavily explored Roberts Mountains Anticline. The  
Pipeline, Cortez Hills and Goldrush mega-deposits of the Cortez district are  
all hosted in anticlines. Gold deposits in the Roberts Mountains are found on  
the flanks of the anticlines because host stratigraphy is breached at the crest  
by erosion.

The anticlinal crest is  
preserved at Alpha.
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Alpha Gold Stratigraphy 

-Cross section from Cooper Peak Quadrangle (Murphy et al., 2007)

Geological mapping in the Roberts Mountains recognized limestone thrust slices (Dl) at the contact between the  
Vinini Fm (Ov) and the Webb Fm (Mw). Devonian carbonate rocks surfacing near Alpha are thrust slices, not actual  
lower plate. Published geological maps estimate the Webb Formation to be 30-300 metres thick. Gold deposits  
occur below the Webb Fm at the top of the Devils Gate Fm (Ddg), a regional karst zone. Similar limestone thrust slices 
occur at the laterally equivalent Vinini/Horse  Canyon contact in the Cortez district.
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Cross Section - Cortez Hills 
The Cortez Hills deposit (15M oz Au) is preserved in the hanging wall of the Cortez fault, which has over 5,000 feet  of 
offset. The historic Cortez silver-lead-zinc mineralization is exposed in the footwall of the Cortez fault, analogous to  silver-lead-
zinc district in the footwall of the Garden Pass fault at Alpha. The typical stratiform Carlin-type part of  the Cortez Hills 
deposit was probably eroded, creating the Pediment deposit which is essentially an ore- clast gravel.
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Potential Target Footprint for  Alpha 
Gold 

The Goldrush deposit, located along the crest of the
Red Hills anticline, illustrates a potential target footprint  

about one kilometrefor Alpha Gold. Goldrush is  
wide and six kilometres long.

Creel and Bradley, 2013
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Drill Hole AG21-02 & 03

AG21-02 and AG21-03 
successfully intersected the  
targeted contact zone 

AG21-03 encountered Carlin-  
type mineralization and  
alteration analogous to other  
gold deposits along the Cortez  
Trend and more specifically the  
Goldrush deposit located 40km  
to the northwest 

.
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Key Developments at Alpha

• AG21-03 intersected strong, Carlin-type, alteration at a prime stratigraphic horizon,  
known as the Webb/Devils Gate contact in the Roberts Mountains, time equivalent to  
the Horse Canyon/Wenban contact at Goldrush approximately 40 km to the north along  
the Cortez Trend. 

• AG21-03 is located down dip from surface gold geochemical anomalies to the northwest  
and up dip from a rhyolitic volcanic and hypabyssal intrusive complex to the southeast. 

• Mercury, arsenic, and thallium results from initial sampling in Webb Fm and Devonian  
Shale well above the Devils Gate contact east of AG21-03 definitively strengthen  
towards the rhyolite complex. 

• The emerging mineralization alignment is located in the hanging wall anticline of an  
interpreted, northwest, moderate angle, thrust fault and spatially associated with  
normal faults carrying Carlin age rhyolite dikes. The moderate angle thrust fault is  
broadly analogous to the Abyss thrust at the Pipeline deposit located at the northern  
end of the Cortez Trend.
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In Summary

• A Carlin-type gold deposit target in the heart of the Carlin District; 
surrounded by several multimillion ounce gold deposits 

• Q1 2021 drilling intersected target zone at mineable depth 

• Significant Carlin-type fold deposit alteration & mineralization 
encountered throughout the targeted contact zone 

• Q3 2021 follow up drilling expanded newly identified target areas; 
produced best gold results to date 

• Land package recently expanded to cover newly identified, 
high priority target areas 

• Drill permit amended March 2022 to include areas of high 
geological potential on new claims staked in Fall 2021 16


